
T A N G O
T E A C H

“Tango Teach has 
revolutionised the way 
teaching and learning are 
delivered within our 
classrooms. The ease with 
which the staff can grasp the 
new technology is astounding 
as Tango Teach builds upon 
the gestures we use every day 
on smartphones and 
tablets. The resources available 
through Tango Teach, as well 
as its ability to support 
numerous file formats with 
ease, makes this our go-to 
digital teaching resource.”
 
Mike Brown
ICT Operations Manager
Alpha Plus Group

Simplify the delivery of digital 
teaching resources
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DEMONSTRATION
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CONTENT & RESOURCES

« The most intuitive  
    touch screen software  
    available! 

« Quick and easy 
    lesson builder.

« Display several 
    resources at one time           
    including videos, 
    media and files.

« Collaborate with up to  
    32 mobile devices. 

« Compatible with all       
    resources currently 
    being used in schools.

« Access Google and     
    YouTube directly from  
    within Tango Teach.

« Easily drag and drop   
    your files in to the    
    Tango Teach workspace.

« Auto replay on video  
    and audio files.

« Auto saved every 30  
    seconds.

« Clear, easy and 
    responsive navigation.

Designed to simplify the use of digital teaching 
resources within the classroom, Tango Teach 
provides an easy way to collate and store your 
media and then easily deliver it within your 
lessons.

To create lessons, simply drag and drop local 
resources such as pictures, photographs, videos, 
audio files, PDFs or PowerPoint presentations 
onto the Tango workspace and save the media 
collection. To re-open a lesson, simply navigate 
using the familiar menus and touch to re-open.

Online content such as websites can be linked 
to from within Tango and media such as 
YouTube videos can be searched and played 
directly within the Tango workspace.

Resources can be positioned, moved, resized 
and rotated using familiar touch gestures and 
videos can be played full screen with just one 
single touch. Optimised for touch (Tango: 
Latin – touch) Tango Teach has been optimised 
for use on LED touch screens which means there 
are no fiddly buttons, toolbars or small menus 
which require the precision of a stylus or pen to 
use. Simply use the familiar Tango Teach 
interface as you would do a tablet, smart phone 
or other mobile touch-enabled device for 
smooth delivery of content. Multi-touch 
gestures allow quick and easy positioning, 
rotating and resizing of media objects.
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Engage and Collaborate
Easily connect mobile devices such as iPads, 
android tablets, smartphones or even laptops and 
netbooks to utilise Tango’s collaboration features. 
Broadcast the Tango Teach workspace or even 
other applications to mobile devices ensuring 
pupils are engaged and lessons are inclusive. 
Teachers can interact from anywhere in the 
classroom and even pass control to other 
connected devices when required. Tango Teach 
collaboration features are device independent 
and do not require any pre-installed Apps.

« Works on both Windows and Mac.

«	 Multi-touch: Supports up to 32 points of touch.

« Ability to share resources with other teachers.

« Drag and drop files to create lessons.

« Specifically designed for touch screens. 
 
« Import and export whole subjects, key stages and  
 lesson plans in two clicks. 
 
« Easy to view YouTube videos and preview 
 before importing.

« No need to install external apps for mobile 
 connections.

Main features at a glance...

«	Quick and easy   
        lesson builder.

«	Drawing tools:
       shapes, pen, brush     
       and text.

«	Access Google and  
       YouTube directly       
       from within Tango  
       Teach.

«	Collaborate with up  
       to 32 mobile devices.
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